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Radiator Springs Playset 
 
It's time to go cruisin' through Radiator Springs! You and your little racer 
will have a great time putting together and playing with this “Cars” 
Radiator Springs playset. 
 

INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
Cutting intended for grown-ups only. 
 

1. Print out the pages on regular 
paper or cardstock and cut out all 
of the car pieces on the first page. 
Don't cut along the dashed lines. 
This is where you will fold the 
paper. 

 
2. Fold one car piece in half along 

the dashed line. 
 

3. Spread glue on the white side of the paper behind the design, leaving the white tabs at the 
bottom glue-free. 

 
4. Make sure the two sides of the car pieces are lined up correctly. Press until the glue dries. Repeat 

for all pieces.  
 

5. Fold the bottom white tabs outward in opposite directions to create a stand for your characters.  
 

6. Take the pages of the road map and cut the white border off of both pieces.  
 

7. Line up the road at the bottom of page 2 and the top of page 3 and glue or tape them together. 
 

8. It's time to hit the open roads of Radiator Springs! 
 

For more Disney crafts, recipes, and printables, visit family.com/Disney. 
 

 

ABOUT THE MOVIE 
Star racecar Lightning McQueen (voice of Owen Wilson) and the incomparable tow truck Mater (voice of Larry the 
Cable Guy) take their friendship to exciting new places in “Cars 2” when they head overseas to compete in the first-
ever World Grand Prix to determine the world’s fastest car.  But the road to the championship is filled with plenty of 
potholes, detours and hilarious surprises when Mater gets caught up in an intriguing adventure of his own: 
international espionage.  Mater finds himself torn between assisting Lightning McQueen in the high-profile race and 
towing the line in a top-secret mission orchestrated by master British super spy Finn McMissile (voice of Michael 
Caine) and the stunning rookie field spy Holley Shiftwell (voice of Emily Mortimer).  Mater’s action-packed journey 
leads him on an explosive chase through the streets of Japan and Europe, trailed by his friends and watched by the 
whole world.  The fast-paced fun includes a colorful new all-car cast, complete with menacing villains and 
international racing competitors. 
  
John Lasseter returns to the driver’s seat to direct this follow-up to his 2006 Golden Globe®-winning “Cars.” “Cars 2” 
is co-directed by Brad Lewis, producer of the Oscar®-winning film “Ratatouille,” and produced by visual effects 
industry veteran Denise Ream (associate producer, “Up”; visual effects executive producer, “Star Wars: Episode III – 
Revenge of the Sith”).  The film hits the track on June 24, 2011, and will be presented in Disney Digital 3D™ and 
IMAX® 3D in select theaters. 
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